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CFI’s Bit!
Spring has sprung. The swallows are back and the soaring season has started. Of course,
at BFGC we don’t have a “season” as such, but it means we can now use thermal lift to
stay up and go further afield than our local hill. This winter, the DCFI has been beavering
away putting some kit into club aircraft and along with Pete Desmond and I, giving
lectures to try and encourage members to be more adventurous. This is fine for those with
the qualifications to fly out of gliding range, but what about the rest? Well, we’ve not
forgotten about you and by now you should have received details of the “B” league’s
additional Local Soaring competition and corresponding prize. Hopefully, this should be
quite fun and will show you what can be achieved in distance flown, without being out of
gliding range of the club.
Soaring and Cross Country Syllabus
We have now designed a basic Cross Country Syllabus for BFGC, consisting of both theory
and practical lessons. There is a record card to accompany this training, designed as an
insert to any post-solo card up to and including Yellow card. If you have not already got
one and feel you should, then please ask an instructor to furnish you with it.
Launch Failures
We try hard at our club to keep you safe, which is why we insist on the three annual
checks. GFT and spin checks normally get passed without issue, but launch failures
continue to be of concern and perhaps not surprisingly, those who do not get it right are
from amongst our more experienced members. At the last instructors meeting, we decided
that if someone fails their check two years on the trot, they will be invited to have a ride
with an instructor mid-term as well.
Remember, if you get to the top of a launch, then it’s a bonus. So expect a failure every
time and deal with it safely when it does happen, with the plan you worked out before
accepting the cable.
Daily Briefing Board
There will soon be a board attached to the inside of the rear door of the DP van which,
when open, will be easy to see by all members. Included are Duty Instructor and Duty
Pilot names. Please fill it in at start of day and as changes happen.
Here’s to a good year of flying. Stay safe.
- Phil Punt CFI

In the .pdf version of this Newsletter, Internet links are active and can be clicked - Ed
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Alternative Flying

While in Mexico, I came across this chap, who did
his best to convince me that this was the
cheapest way to fly.
- Tony Platt

Home Thoughts

While on the subject of alternative means of flying, I got the following from Martin Roberts in Spain
last month:

Below is a link to a YouTube video made by Mario Moreno, the chief Instructor at the
gliding school I fly with. It is taken at Valle de Abdalajis (West face) in Malaga province,
above the Guadalhorce reservoir. A beautiful place to fly. The instructor in the red helmet,
flying in tandem, is called Enrique and he flies with our school.
Enjoy the video link and remember that the air can be a very hostile environment.
Yesterday Enrique, when flying solo, experienced a frontal collapse of his wing near the
ground after making a bad decision in the air about over-flying a ravine at low altitude. The
collapse of his wing was caused by rotor. Consequently he hit the ground with sufficient
velocity to shatter his hip. He is now going to spend several weeks in bed, in traction,
contemplating his error.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_A3Cfzmvu0s&feature=youtu.be
A further thought has crossed my mind. Enrique, as are all our intrepid pilots, was
registered with the Federation of Aerosports of Andalucia and as part of his membership,
was covered for air evacuation by helicopter and post-hospital physiotherapy insurance.
It may be worth running it past the membership of BFGC that, when they bring their hard
shiny plastic toys to fly in the national parks of Spain, should they do something stupid like
try to land their glider on its nose half way up a hard rocky thing,
they are going to get stuffed with a large bill for air evac, (approx.
2,000 €) and an even bigger bill to have their flimsy plastic thing
removed from the hard rocky thing. It offends the natives if they try
to leave it there. Plus, they will get scraped back together on the
Spanish national health reciprocal agreement free of charge, but long
term physio is not included. So, some extra insurance is a no-brainer.
Yes, its a hard life out here but some of us have to suffer in silence.
First sunbathing day yesterday. 20 mins either side on regulo 3.
135 € a year for Parapente registration and insurance and the nice
federation people organise competitions and maintenance of launch
and official landing sites, so a lot to be had for a little money!
Regards - Martin Roberts
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To Brough in KHK
On Saturday, 19th April, I was at
the Club. It was an easterly wind
day and I was hoping for a possible
ridge run down to Toteridge –
nothing like ambition!
Ian had brought CKHK up to the
launch point and said that he had
test-deployed the engine on the
previous day for the first time after
the winter layoff, but as it had been
running roughly, he’d had to shut it
down. Having changed the plugs, he
was intending to launch to try it
again and asked if I had any special
plans, or whether I would I like to
take a rear cockpit ride.
In view of my own modest aspirations for a possible ridge run down to Toteridge and
having previously enjoyed (and learned from) flights with Ian, I took up the offer and off
we went to the East Bowl.
While we were soaring the ridge, Ian pointed out a well-defined line of wave cloud
downwind of the Field. Lift was turbulent and scrappy and sharing the ridge with two other
gliders made it difficult for all of us. After some determined flying by Ian, we were high
enough to break away from the bowl.
Following roughly the line of the ridge down to Toteridge, we got to Dunsop Bridge. There,
we explored into wind and contacted wave lift and climbed, tracking a “bar” until we were
having to avoid climbing into Airway N57, so Ian called up the Club to request the opening
of the Chipping Box.
While we waited to see if the Box could be opened, we used the energy to stay below N57
and flew out to Stocks Reservoir.
On confirmation of the Box being opened, we returned to below the box and climbed into it.
The lift was topping out at about Flight Level 65, but it had justified opening the Box.
While we were “topping out” in the Box, we could see that the wave bar Ian had initially
spotted from the East Bowl was still
well-defined, so we used the height
and what lift we found crossing the
hills behind Dunsop Bridge to jump
downwind, contacting the wave bar
just east of Caton Moor windfarm at
about 5,500 ft.
At this contact point, we turned right
towards Ingleton and were soon at
7,500 ft. following the still welldefined wave and flying it as a virtual
ridge. On the Air Chart, the line of
the 2.5 degrees West dotted line,
running from just to the west of our
airfield to about the same distance to
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the west of Brough and on through D407 (the Warcop Danger Zone), is almost exactly the
line of the wave lift which we followed all the way to just beyond Brough, (keeping clear of
D407). *
After enjoying great views of the Yorkshire Three Peaks and the viaducts along the Settle
to Carlisle Railway and having reached a point 75km from the Club, we turned for home
and followed the same line of wave, (which did not seem to have moved at all), with the
lift still topping out at over 7,000ft and arrived back in the Chipping area at about 5,000 ft,
so we continued south, keeping a listening watch on the radio for any Blackpool or Warton
traffic, until we were in line with the runway at Warton, then headed to Samlesbury. By
the time we had reached Salmesbury, we were well out of lift and had lost enough height
to possibly be looking for the comfort of a get-you-home engine! As we had not tried the
engine, we headed to the East Bowl, to use it as a safety net to try test-starting the engine
- which started, gave a couple of splutters, then ran steadily. After gaining us 500 ft, Ian
was happy with it, so shut it down and we returned to being a sailplane and went back to
the airfield.
Without including the trip to Stocks while waiting for the Box opening, Chipping – Brough –
Samlesbury – Chipping gave us 175km and yes, we had an engine, but until we fired it on
returning to our local area, we did not know if it would be reliable, so probably every glider
which flew from CHP that day could have made the trip. I must admit that even in T54, it
would have taken a bit of bottle, which is daft really because when flying at other sites I'm
up for landing out if needed. We all need to try to get the Cross-Country Hat on more often
at Chipping. It goes to show how low I was setting the bar for myself in thinking about a
possible run to Toteridge and back earlier in the day. And I consider myself to be a Cross
Country Pilot!
When Ian downloaded the “SeeYou”
recorded flight data, it turns out
that we covered 198.7km as a 3
turnpoint task. If we had bombed
back down the wave bar, (which,
as we could see, was still working),
from Chipping to Brough for the
second time and back again in a
straight line it would have been
340km. We are still kicking
ourselves, as it would have been
easy!
- Robin McVean
* Footnote:
That was true on the Chart which was current for the flight, but the latest issue, released on 29th May, has the
revised position of 2.5 degrees West shown 25 kilometres further west!

Quick Quote!
“Map reading was not required. There were no maps. I got from place to place with the
help of three things. One was the seat of my pants. If it left that of the plane, when the
visibility was at a minimum, I was in trouble and could even be upside down. Another was
the ability to recognize every town, river, railroad, farm and yes, out-house along the
route. The third? I had a few drops of homing pigeon in my veins.”
- Ken McGregor, Early U.S. Air Mail pilot
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The A-League!
With the Local Soaring League integrated into the existing “B League”, it has been agreed
that the club will offer a further award to all those competing in the “A” League, which is
for those pilots who possess a Silver C Badge as a minimum.
In addition to the BGA list of turnpoints, there are additional local turnpoints that I and the
DCFI have identified and agreed upon. To claim points for the A league, you can use these
turnpoints as you wish. There are no restrictions whatsoever. However, to encourage you
to go that extra kilometre, a bonus of 100 points will be awarded to all flights utilising a
turnpoint of 30 kilometres or more from CHP and added to the final handicapped score.
Even more exciting is that that you can make up your own turnpoint. So, for example, you
could pick St Michaels’ Microlight Centre from Google Earth and add that into your
navigation software, or just put it on the latest map.
We have the technology and software to do such a thing, so if you need help, just ask.
Scoring:
Standard handicapping will apply, based upon total distance flown multiplied by 100
divided by the glider’s handicap.
For example:
Start: Beacon Fell (1BF)
1st Turnpoint - Whittingham/M6 Bridge - (M6B)
2nd Turnpoint - Clitheroe (CLI)
Finish: Beacon Fell
Total Distance = 54.9Km
K13 - Handicap = 67. Therefore points claimed calc. 54.9x100/67 = 81.94 points
Astir CS - Handicap = 89. Therefore points claimed calc. 54.9x100/89 = 61.69 points
Nimbus 2b - Handicap = 106. Therefore points claimed calc. 54.9x100/106 = 51.79 points
In the case of a Dual cross country flight being made, the P1 claims the points.
The winner, aside from a huge trophy, will also receive 15 free launches added to their
account.
Timing is based on the standard BGA year and, to make it more interesting, for the current
year I have decided to allow any flights made retrospectively. So, if you have made any
flights that you think you can claim for, talk to me or Ian. Even better, if your GPS Nav
gear has the .igc file, then let me have a copy of that.
.IGC Files
SeeYou software, which I will be using to calculate final scores, has what is called an
"optimiser" built in that will calculate the total distance flown. It is this program that pilots
use to place their flights on the OLC. So, as this is the best method for scoring, just send
that in. Otherwise, work it out manually and we'll confirm it in due course.
REMEMBER
If you plan to go cross country, ensure you have a retrieve crew and either put your name
in the XC book in the DP van before setting off, or make a radio call to tell them of your
intentions when airborne.
- Phil Punt CFI
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Safety Stuff!
The pace has speeded up and some good flying is happening. We have introduced a few
improvements to the way we do things over the last few months, namely the DP van
signaller getting on his/her feet to look out before signalling and holding the van’s ground
radio microphone to give a backup stop on the radio if necessary, (although there might be
some problems with the radio link at the moment). The launch cables are being inspected
at the beginning of each day and more minor incidents are being reported, (although not
usually by means of safety@bfgc.co.uk – but it’s there if you want it). So we can all learn
from them. It has also been good that whenever I have seen potential conflicts in the
circuit, alerting radio calls have been made - not new, but it does now seem to be
embedded in our normal procedures. One of the BGA’s safety concerns in recent times has
been the danger of wings dropping during the ground run. Pulling the cable straight is one
of the ways we help prevent this and there have been club emails and articles in our
newsletters on the ways of keeping our launching safe, which most people seem to have
taken to heart. Let’s keep up the good work.
And now to something I was pleased to think we had stopped doing!
Towards the end of one of my winch duties, in the dim and distant past, an instructor, who
is no longer with the club, strode down the field to berate me for a “rocket” launch I had
given him. It was probably not the only one I have given and I’ve received quite a few in
return, but except for the two mentioned below, none for some time. Of those received, the
most “interesting” have been when flying our syndicate’s 101 and unfortunately I have
experienced two such in the last few weeks. These launches are more “interesting”
(unsettling/hazardous might be better terms) in such gliders, because of their light weight,
the reclined position of the pilot, making it difficult to prevent him/her sliding backwards
under rapid acceleration and the fact that the main-wheel is ahead of the C. of G. (Hitting a
bump pitches the nose upwards).
When preparing myself for take-off in this glider, experience has taught me to move the
rudder pedals back slightly, to brace myself in the cockpit to resist any tendency to slide
and to anchor my right arm for the same reason. In the worst of these two launches, the
glider moved forwards a few feet during “Take up slack”, and then, “Wham!” Within what
was not much more than a second or two, I was airborne as the result of a really vicious
acceleration. In our glider, an aluminium push-rod runs the length of the fuselage to
operate the elevators. There was a loud “dong” from this as the glider’s wheel hit a bump, a
sound I had not heard before and which indicated that it was not just my equanimity that
was taking a battering. Bracing myself didn’t prevent some backward sliding. On a normal
ground-run, I consciously check the alignment of the flat top of the binnacle against the
horizon to keep the wings level. There was no time for anything like that. In the very brief
period from the throttle being opened to take-off, I was just along for the ride; not a
pleasant or safe experience! One might think it was poetic justice for some of my past
winching. Be that as it may, we certainly need to eliminate such launches from our
repertoire of activities. So, whoever was winching, please make sure there is a definite
measured 3 to 4 second period before full throttle.
However, I wasn’t faultless. During the rest of the launch, I
was determined to give the winch driver
some feedback, but for one
reason or another didn’t get
around to it. A black mark! If
we don’t give winch-drivers
feedback, we really can’t complain if
we get the same thing again. So,
rather belatedly, here is my feedback!
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An interesting read can be found on the BGA website. The May Newsletter contains a link
to articles in the American Soaring magazine, written by a bloke called Johnson. His main
theme is that the way that we perceive things when on the ground (and that enable us to
function effectively) can, even when working properly, provide us with misleading
information when we are flying. An example that most pilots know about is that the
balance organs of our inner ears, which wouldn’t have evolved as they have if they
weren’t useful to us, can provide very misleading information when flying blind.
Something he discusses in one article, is the difference in our perception of the glider’s
speed and movement between when we are up high or low down, that changes at some
“pivot height” or “reversal height”. Higher up, we can safely use the distant horizon to
control our speed by attitude. Lower down, (for example in the circuit with a closer and
perhaps irregular horizon), this can be unreliable. Also, when higher, the ground
progresses under us at a relatively slow rate, whatever our speed. Low down, it appears
to move much faster, perhaps enough to make us subconsciously slow down, especially if
downwind in a strong wind. His point is that when lower, we can’t afford to let up on our
scan, which includes the ASI.
The main reason I’ve mentioned this is because he includes something I haven’t seen
written, or heard about for years. This is the fact that higher up, when in a turn, the lower
wingtip appears to move backwards against the ground, while in the same rate turn lower
down it, appears to move forwards. Obviously not something to try out at home – peering
at the lower wing tip when low down is not a good idea! However, the point is that this
phenomenon might be a factor in encouraging someone to over-rudder a final turn if they
notice that the lower wingtip is not doing what they expect, i.e. appears to be moving
forwards against the ground instead of backwards, so they assume they are not using
enough rudder and boot on some more. Another point, for “low down” read “on the hill”.
The BGA adds a caveat to all the articles, that the opinions expressed are those of the
author and don’t necessarily reflect the views of the BGA. However, there is a lot of stuff
there and food for thought. - Happy Gliding!
- Trevor Tutthill Safety Officer

Winchy Bits!

Since I have received no reports of problems with the
winch, I assume that all is working as intended. (No
news is good news.) So, nothing of significance to
report. (Huzzah!!!)
However, there was an incident recently which could
and very nearly did, have serious consequences for one
of our members and did result in damage to the cable
tow-out gear on the tractor.
This happened as a result of the drogue parachute
inflating unexpectedly whilst the cable was being
retrieved, due to a strong gust of wind. The chute then
caught the extendable arm on the cable tractor, causing it to swing violently downward
and oh so narrowly missing the poor unfortunate (or perhaps very fortunate) person
standing alongside. As is often the case, this happened as a result of a peculiar and
unexpected chain of otherwise unrelated circumstances.
The point, (if you have not already guessed), is that flying drogue chutes are potentially
lethal. Please, please take great care to keep the parachute on the ground when
retrieving out-lying cables.
- John Harter Winch Master
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Scene from Above

For this issue, we have a magnificent picture of Ingleborough, taken last month by Ian Ashton.

A Sense of History

We have a diagram, rather than a photograph
this time.
With all the current talk of hangar roof
replacement, I thought you might be interested
to see this drawing by Keith Emslie from 1974,
laying out how to pack the club fleet into the
hangar.
We often struggle a little now, but by the looks
of this, things may have improved a bit over
the past 40 years and I for one would not relish
having to get that many wooden wings
perfectly aligned and interlaced at the end of
the day before being able to shut the hangar
door!
I suspect the Eon Baby didn’t get flown too
often either! - Ed.
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X-Country Mania
Outbreak at Chipping!
The season has only just started, yet we have had several X-country flights already. Some
of our pilots have visited far-flung places, such as Brough, Preston, Chorley, Killington Lake
and Great Eccleston. We have had a wave x-country, as well as those of the traditional
thermal type. Even one of our more experienced members has seen new places for the
first time, such as Preston Docks and Stonyhurst college. Wow, steady on!!
It’s great to see. Well done to all of those pilots who have dared to believe that it is
possible to stay up without the hill. Excellent stuff.
Don’t just bumble. Have a go at something. It makes a flight far more interesting.
So, what can be done to encourage those first steps?
Well, the good news is that you don’t have to fly that far to have a go at experiencing what
it’s like to go X-country. There are many local turnpoints and we have devised some local
tasks to “dip one’s toe in the water.” To start with, Beacon Fell trig point is the start for all
of the tasks. This so that gliders are not converging overhead the airfield.
- How about this one?
All these turnpoints are on this side of the M6
Start Beacon Fell (1BF). Head to
turnpoint.
Back to Beacon fell, to next TP.
Back to BF, next TP, back BF etc.
If you complete this task, you will
have flown 53km and probably not
been out of gliding range and you
will have done something more
challenging than bumbling
aimlessly between Fairsnape and
Parlick.
If you can do this task or similar,
you will have gained experience
and confidence and learnt lots.
You are on your way to becoming a
X-country pilot. You will have
proved to yourself that you can do
it. If you can do this, you can fly
further afield. If it’s thermic at
BFGC, there’s a good chance it’s
thermic away from site too.
There will be examples of local
BFGC tasks similar to this one
available to download or print soon.
What is Experience?
Experience isn’t gained by having
the same one-hour flight, hundreds, thousands or tens of thousands of times. It’s about
doing different things, learning different skills, in different conditions. That’s experience!
- Ian Ashton DCFI
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A Bad Workman Blames His Tools!
Firstly, sorry to Keith for taking so long to send this piece
in. I started it last June and somehow got distracted: Why
is it that I have had a major DIY project on the go prior to
the birth of each of my children? I digress ...
Skip back to Saltby in late May 2013. The weather was
similar to the recent winter, only warmer. Officially, the
British Aerobatic Glider National Championship started on
Thursday 30th - It didn't! Well, OK, people had registered
and the Advanced and Unlimited boys had done their best
to pick awkward figures for each others' unknown
Figure selection - great fun till you have to fly them!
sequences, but the only other activities were mental
rehearsals of sequences and the frequent checking of Met reports for Friday's weather. My
offer to cook dinner for a few of us rapidly snowballed into
a somewhat frantic effort to cook risotto and various
accompaniments for 17 people. At least I wasn't bored!
There was, however, no escaping the thought that we
hadn't got the gliders out of the hangar since I'd arrived
on Monday. I think I'd done one roll earlier in 2013. It'd
have to be enough!
Several of us shot out of the 08:30 briefing on Friday to
finish our preparations of Saltby's K21. As we tow out to
the launch point, the svelte outline of Swift S-1 G-LUPY
comes into view - normally a very welcome sight, but
today it's slightly less welcome. The issue is that George
The flight line - an eclectic mix!
Rizk is flying it in the intermediate class! My slightly
ungentlemanly hopes that he will be called away to an urgent business meeting have not
come to fruition. Readers of my earlier articles will know that there is no handicap in
aerobatics - nada - not a sausage. Now, I'm sure you'll
know that I love the K21's capabilities, but, to use a
motoring analogy, I'll be flying the glider equivalent of a
Volvo or a BMW, (well built but not the nimblest thing).
The Swift is much more like a Caterham R500. This is
going to be a tall order!
Fast forward to Saturday and after a so-so 'known'
sequence, I've held my nerve in the 'unknown' and am
leading the Intermediate pack, (just!) George, like several
pilots before him in a very responsive aircraft, is overrolling his quarter-clover leaves. It's going to be close!
Cross country to Rutland Water (rotary wing style)
I've also got another reason to be excited. The score for
my unknown sequence was over 75%, the magic number for the Intermediate badge
(roughly the equivalent of the Gold badge, if you want
to compare the utterly different disciplines of crosscountry and aerobatics). Now I just have to keep this
average in my next sequence. To round off the day,
George kindly gave a couple of us a flight in his
Robinson R44 helicopter. It was interesting to note
that I felt more relaxed in a K21 when inverted than I
did in thermic conditions in a light heli. Clearly I prefer
wings not to move - Well, not much.
Going up!
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The weather on Sunday was fine once more and,
despite being really pleased with my efforts, I had a
feeling I wasn't going to win. Under pressure from
Charles, Adam and I, George managed to fly the Swift
fantastically in the 'Free' sequence, giving us a
textbook illustration of most of his figures. In the
usual tradition, the scores for the final sequence
weren't announced until prize giving. Unsurprisingly,
my winning streak was ended and I took the Silver
Going down - rapidly!
medal but, to be honest, a Gold would simply have
been icing on the cake of getting an Intermediate Aerobatic badge. This was something I'd
always thought impossible in a K21, but I'd managed
it. However, the real star of the show was Robbie,
George's son. He showed us what happens when you
put together a 14 year old with talent, lots of
aerotow practice and an MDM-1 Fox. The answer is,
you get a slot on BBC East Midlands today and you
become Advanced class champion, (in that order).
Later in the season, he placed 9th at the World
Advanced championships and received the FAI
Breitling Youngster Award at the FAI conference in
Stall turn - You can fly sideways, just not for very long. Malaysia. Yet somehow, he still manages to keep his
feet on the ground, metaphorically speaking!
So, on balance, a pretty good week! I'm hoping to do it again this year, (29th May - 1st
June), but even if I don't and you fancy seeing a comp in action, you'll find the aerobatics
community a very welcoming bunch, ESPECIALLY if you're willing to help on the judging
line!
For Contest Directors report / scores:
http://www.aerobatics.org.uk/results/2013/GliderNationals/CD%20Report%20and%20Res
ults.htm
- Dave Gethin

An update from Ged
Daniel McCormack, ex-BFGC but now
with Herefordshire Gliding Club at
Shobdon, was one of the candidates on
the Assistant Instructor Course I helped
to run at Rufforth in mid-May. Weather
thwarted us from completing, but he is
due to finish off the remaining few bits
and pieces at Lasham in early June.
His younger brother, Sam, (pictured
right), went solo at Chipping last month.
- Ged Terry
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Congratulations
to our New Batch of O/Os!
But I was recently asked, “What is an O/O?”
In order to verify that an individual has completed a
task, badge leg, or other type of flying achievement,
the claim has to be verified before being sent to the
BGA.
This is done by an “Official Observer,” or O/O. These
are trusted individuals, who have received training,
have the necessary equipment/knowledge required
to verify a logger trace and have been updated
regarding the latest requirements.
Several “ab-initio O/O’s” recently attended a course, as well as some existing O/O’s wishing
to refresh - A real surprise for some of them as electronics have been invented since they
first trained!!
Thanks to all for attending and for putting the effort into reading pages of material. Our
brand new shiny O/O’s are Phil Punt, Graeme Alexander and Tracy Ashton. Others that have
also updated and refreshed are Paul Myers, Steve Robinson, Paul Kamp, Pete Desmond and
me.
I would always advise using a “current, up to date O/O” for your badge claims, as a trace
could be invalidated or destroyed by someone not knowing what they are doing. It’s your
choice.
Lists of all O/O’s are in the lecture room and DP van.
Looking for a badge claim? Planning a 50km or more?
Looking for Silver height?
It’s your responsibility to know the rules!
If you do not get a briefing from an O/O on the usual task
pitfalls before attempting a specific task, fly it with no
planning and then expect that an OO will see how to make
the flight fit the badge rules afterwards, you run the risk of
being unable to claim your long-awaited badge leg.
Pre-planning is required. Read the rules or seek advice from a
current O/O, or alternatively, carry tissues around with you to
wipe the floods of disappointment from your brow!
Interested in becoming an O/O ?
We will be running another course later in the year for anyone else interested in becoming
an O/O, or for refreshing existing O/O’s. If you do not have a silver qualification, the
minimum requirement is having been involved with gliding for three years (and you need to
be reasonably PC-literate these days).
- Ian Ashton
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Poet’s Corner
I came across this recently and thought I’d like to share it - Ed.

Because I fly . . .
I laugh more than other men.
I look up and see more than they.
I know how the clouds feel,
What it's like to have the blue in my lap,
To look down on birds,
To feel freedom in a thing called the stick ...
Who but I can slice between God's billowed legs
And feel, then laugh and crash with His step?
Who else has seen the un-climbed peaks?
The rainbow's secret?
The real reason birds sing?
Because I fly, I envy no man on Earth.
- Brian Shul
Brian Shul (born 1948), is a Vietnam-era USAF fighter pilot and a retired
major in the United States Air Force (USAF). He flew 212 combat missions
and was shot down near the end of the war. He was so badly burned that he
was given next to no chance to live. Surviving, he returned to full flight status,
flying the SR-71 Blackbird.

BFGC in Wartime

Oops!

As the glider rotated into the climb, Harry’s thoughts
turned to religion ...
Please God,
not another
C/B Sim
this time!

After much nagging from his wife, Alan finally
agreed it was time to take his plane for a wash
and valet service.
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It’s the Future!

Some of you may have wondered why you haven’t seen M80 around the airfield yet this
season. Well, I can finally reveal the reason. Those of you who know me, will be aware
that I’ve always yearned after a glider with a jet sustainer, but obviously couldn’t afford one.
Anyway, to cut a long story short, just after Christmas I ran into a bloke in a pub, who
happened to have a lorry-load of aviation scrap out back and he did me an amazing deal on
a job-lot of second-hand Airbus parts. (One careful owner apparently!) I spent a few weeks
in the workshops, added some strong bolts and mounting brackets and after a couple of test
flights down south, I can now declare that my upgrade is ready to wow the crowd!
The jet develops just over 50,000lbs of thrust, which on an ASW 19e means 0 to VNE in just
under 2 seconds!! - (I think I may add a bit of extra wing strengthening later!) Fuel is fed
from modified ballast tanks in the wings. (I never used water anyway!) With a full tank, I
can get a burn of almost 40 seconds, giving me nearly 2 miles of high-powered flight, which
can make all the difference if you’re low (and scares the @!+# out of passing seagulls!)
There are still a couple of minor teething problems to sort out, (like the new glide ratio of
1:1 and the fact that the tailplane keeps melting), but I’m sure I’ll soon iron out the
wrinkles and be blazing a trail (literally), for the future of gliding. Now all I’ve got to do is
to get Alexander Schleicher and EASA to approve the mod! - It can’t be that hard surely! ...
See you up there! - I’ll be the blur on your right! - Keith Clarke

Editor’s Endbit
And there ends the June edition of the BFGC newsletter. I hope you enjoyed it. As usual, I want to
give a big thank you to all the contributors for their articles. If you haven’t written for this issue,
please start planning now, so you can share your ideas and experiences with us next time. The
deadline date for the next issue will be Sunday 7th September and I look forward to hearing from
you. As always, you don’t have to wait until then. Send me your contributions at any time and I’ll
keep them safe until the deadline. Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com
I look forward to reading it!
Keith Clarke - Editor

